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Student Reaction Varied On Apollo 11 Flig
NASA has set for Apollo 11 a
mission which Is but one sen tence long: "Perform a manned
lunar landing and return."However, Jerry Joyner, Danville,
who holds an M. A. In Industrial
Technology from Eastern and is
now working toward a Specialist
Degree, sees this as but a first
step. He said, "It Is strategic to
our future defense, it obviously
may have some mineral value,
and lt is of good scientific
value. I feel lt is worth the expenditure."

that of earth soil to see If there
is any difference." She also added that she was glad we were
"supposedly going to get there
first."
Net An PraJee
Not all exuded praise, how ever. Joyce Pipes, senior from
Louisville, said, "We will still
be at odds with the Russians. In
fact getting' to the moon adds to
the antagonism." Miss Pipes said
she believed the large expenditures were being made for
strategic purposes.
Carolyn Dennis, an Upward
Bound student at Eastern and
a senior at Western High School In Anderson County said she
thought it was "good to explore
space, but that there was an
even greater need that these
funds be expended on earth."
No student commented on the
significance of man walking on the
moon for the first time and none
seemed to be aware that while
Collins and Aldrln were Air
Force personnel and Armstrong
a civilian. In fact one girl
didn't even know a moon shot was
scheduled.

A silver needle pierced
the atmosphere early yesterday morning. As a needle draws fibers together, so
were drawn together the
Americans that watched
Apollo 11 thrust skyward.
With mission commander Nell
A. Armstrong, Col. Edwin E.
"BUM" Aldrln, Jr., and Lt. Col.
Michael Collins, went the hope
of a proud if yet unconvinced na>
tton.
In a recent survey of Eastern students all expressed con cernfor the safety of the Apollo
11 fUght and its astronauts. Students also took pride In our space
accomplishments to date, bow ever, several questioned whether the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)
program was worth the expense.
Perhaps the most genuinely
enthusiastic student Interviewed
was Gall Mar see, a graduate student in guidance and counseling
from Lancaster. She said, "I'm
excited about lt. I'm anxious to
hear the results of a comparison
of the age of the moon soil to

While adventurers and explorers of the past took months and
even years to tell of their exploits we will know Monday If man
is successful In making his first
step In conquerrtng the heavens.
Lawrence R, Harrison, Junior
from Louisville, thinks we will
make the first successful step.
He said, "I think lt would be a
great experience to make such a
trip. I don't know that I will
ever make It, but I hope so."
That some deep seated opposition to our space effort still
exists was evidenced in thecom-

, ments of one students who declined to be Identified. He said,
"There are some few advantages
but considerable disadvantages. I
see mostly disadvantages , but I
don't care to elaborate."
It Win Be Ours
Despite one student's view that,
"I guest lt will be oursJ'Cmean- •
lng ownership of the moon), the
fact remains that the 1967 space
treaty which the United States
signed, stipulates that outer
space, ''including the moon-and
other celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty, by means
of use or occupation, or by any
other means."
_
Some of the statistics of the
flight are as follows: The cost
of this moon trip Is $350,000,000.
That includes "gas and oil" which
comes to 24.6 cents a mile. The
astronauts outfits weigh 183
pounds each on earth, but only
30.5 pounds In the moon's lower gravity. The suits will protect
them against temperature variations of W0 below to 280 a-

bove zero.
Excellent planning doesn't stop
with the suit Once the lunar
module, the Eagle, Is down Astronaut Armstrong will begin his
descent down a six-rung ladder. Upon reaching the second
rung down, he will pull a D-rlng
attached to a lanyard outside the
ship. This will open the external equipment bay which has a
television cameras ready to
transmit to television viewers
on earth the further descent of
the United States astronaut to
the moon. Armstrong will then
test the firmness of 'the moon
surface with his left foot while
keeping his right foot In the landing gear dish. If the lunar dust
Is too soft to support a man
safely, the lunar exploration may
end then and there. If lt Is sufficiently firm he will be free to
take s lunar lumber for five
minutes before he gets to work.
Adequate Preparation
Perhaps the adequacy of tbe
preparations for this flight were
(Continued on Page Five)
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Former United States
Senator Thruston B. Morton will be the commencement speaker, as nearly 500
candidates will receive degrees in summer commencement exercises scheduled
Thursday, August 7 at 7:80
p.m.
I Dr. Robert R. Martin, Eastern's president, will confer the
degrees at the 7:80 p.m., pro Sam In the Van Peursem Pav Ion. Along with the degrees,
rfartta **» dosWr the honorary doctor of laws degree upon
Morton.
Morton, a graduate of Yale,
served as Kentucky's 3rd district congressman in the 80th
through the 82nd congress. Prior
to his election as United States
Senator in 19S7, he served as
assistant Secretary of State for
Congressional relations.
Morton served as senator until his retirement in 1968.
Together with the 1,352 can dldates given degrees in June,
the
August commencement
brings the total of degrees conferred by Eastern this year to
over 1,800, a record high number.
The following Is a tentative
list of degree candidates:

The report was prepared by
Dr. Thomas F. Stovall,
vice
president of academic affairs,
after consultation with mem -hers of the faculty and staff.
It said "the record of achievement Is excellent" In enroll ment, student services and activities, library holdings, and
student financial aid.
"The situation Is good, but still
subject to Improvement, in the
curriculum and in community
services," the report added.
It said, "Although 1969-70will
bring a substantial Improve ment In academic assistance for
students with weak backgrounds,
even more should be done. . .
Some progress has been made
la recruiting Negro faculty and
graduate assistants, but Eastern
falls short of the Ideal here."
(Continued on Page Five)

Dr. William Sexton, who served four years as chairman of the
Industrial technology department
In the College of Applied Arts
and Technology at Eastern, has
moved up to the office of dean of
the College.
He succeeded Dr. John Row lett, who is now vice presi dent for research and development a new position at Eastern.
Hansson, wno
who was
ur. Kenneth
wnnern nsnsson,
Erector of the Kentucky School of
Crafts, Is acting chairman of
the industrial technology departJnent
Dr. Sexton was first employId at Eastern in 1997 as an Instructor and assistant professor
of industrial arts. In 1963, he went
to toe University of Missouri,
where he was instructor of in dustrlal education In toe College

Thursday, July 17, 1969

Commencement
Set August 7

Eastern has made "significant progress" in providing equal educational
opportunities for Negroes,
according to a report made
to the Board of Regents last
Friday.

Sexton
Named Dean

Six Pages

Bell Tower
A look up into the top of a group of trees
provides the viewer with this Interesting
glimpse of the bell tower on Beckham Hall.

Towers of this type are a common sight on
college campuses, with th« Eastern campus
being among the majority.

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Specialist In Education
Elisabeth Tipton Abner, Ben
L. Abraham Phyllis Jane Aidridge, William Gleason Arnett,
Robert Leonard Arvin. Phillip

Dr. Martin Begins Tenth Year
Emphasizing Student Relations
Dr. Robert R. Martin be.. lQt.
,
JJJ^ ^^m thiYrrXnth
aent oi i^astern uus moncn
by emphasizing the need in
the future for a "better student relationship."
"This will be our No. 1 prlorfty." he said during a press
COBa«arence in his office,
"Eastern's next nine years
_m he as exciting as tie
Bta# ^th toe faculty,

Martin, who took office July 1 approved by the Board of Re I960, said he would prefer look- gents, sets up guidelines
guld
for
** »* «• «*»• »M*^ * ««** rlsjhtsj sad respon rj^^
. -ccompll8n. atbtlitles. Its compa
companion, known
JJJ™1 " PMt •ccom*,U8D as'
is™
Stovall Report,
Repo. revolves
thee Stovall
He keynoted
his plans for around academic rights and rebetter student relationship by an- sponslbUiUes.
■msailng plans for the complete In addition, ho said, ths re -■
implementation of two ln-depth gents are studying a new stu studies which focused on the dent constitution In parallel to
problems of the student at East- that of the faculty."
era.
We have made great strides
ln m
Sees Us GnteeBnee
* upgrading of academic
J _.
_ programs and faculty," he said,
The Powell Report, recently »tm1 wt ,m continue to dp

.»» He called this his most
so."
gratifying phase of his
nine
yaars as president
"For example, new grad uate programs will be mltlated this fall In such fields as
political science,
chemistry,
and law enforcement."
Dr. Martin said the major emphasls ln physical facilities
planned or under construction
Is on better faculties for stu dents.
The new University Center
(Continued on Pan Fonrtj

Ralph Baker, Los
'Virginia
Barnes, Cheryl Ann Bascom,
Cecelia Snowden Begley, Clifford Belcher Charles Edwin
Black, John Robert BlondeU,
Poungsrol Boon-Itt, Roberta
Mae Boothby, Gerald Alien Boyd,
Carol Dean Brown. Franklin Lester Burns. Donald Lloyd Burrls,
Joyce C. Campbell.
——_———
James Clare Canfleld, Melvyn
Douglas Carroll, Ruby Leathers
Case Frances Darlene Cash.
Charles Stephen CaudUl,
Jo
AnnCaudill, Kenneth B. Caudlll,
Robert Barrel Caudiii, David
William Chase,
William R.
Clevenger, Delores FayeCollett,
Thomas Collett, Burnard Collier,
Annettla S. Combs, James Ed ward Congleton, Douglas C.
new
department d«P*tment
°'i*H°*
Cordler BlllUi Jo Cormney. . Two
* I™ one
"™m ^H^fwl
In «i£S.*
Eastern's ColElmer Eugene Correll, Nancy "*•%.
. 0 ,
Oollege lege of Education, department of
Sue Daniel,
Jerry
Thomas Of Arts and Sciences and special education and rehabilltaDawson
Breads Joyce Day, the other in the College of tion. Prior to his appointment
Harry Vance Dinsmore.
Education, have been ap- at Eastern de Hoop was an laJasper Dunaway,
BerMece pointed at Eastern for the structor at West Georgia ColShanks Erwin, Lewis Denver comintf yeari
leg..
Beulah Rebecca Evans Pa ■#
Ho was formerly a teacher and
tricla Bogle Fannin, Norman
The new department heads are principal la the Netherlands and
Wade Ferguson Charles Mit- Dr. Richard Lee Benson, chair- Nethsrland Antilles elementary
chell Ferrell, Walter Rolland man of the department of speech and special schools. During 1858Fisher, Freda C. Francis Shir- and drama; Dr. Wlstse de Hoop, 61 he was teacher and coordlley Carson Gibson,
Blanche chairman of the department of nator at Sunland Training Center
Bennett Golns, Robert D. Good- special education and rehablllta- Gainesville, Florida. He has also
lett, Harold Eugene Gordon, Ruby tlbn;
served as an instructor at the
Gragg, Lynn Julian Green, Dar*«-*-,. . n«* Univeslty of Georgia. Athens.
Dr
old J/Greenwald WllSamThd- «* ?"St&EE?«S
52'
- «• *"» ™<«tbe bachB
C U#g
f
1
mas Grimes, Patricia Ann Hal- *«»»w ** ^°" 5
1f? J ?." elor of arts degree In educalowell. Rosemary Thurman Ham- consln, succeeds Dr. Robert G. tfon from ^ U|nverilty tdnorm
blln, John Lewis Hankerson, Julia ««« who resigned.
lda ^ mUku of science from
Jean Harrison, Barry Lynn llart- ths California native earned Florida State University,
the
m
*Sl, u «
™.
«. * •*■ bachelor of arts degree at master of arts from George PeaRalph Harris, Oliver Dudley toe University of California at body College and the doctorate
Hendricks Floyd J. Hines, Ed- ^ Angeles and the master of fro™ the University of Georgia,
ith Faye Hotorook,James TLyne arts and „« doctorate at the UniHs won the Distinguished StuHolcomb, Doris Nancy Dykes Terslty of Illinois. Hs also has <*•»* Awerd at the University of
Holmes
Virginia P. Holmes attended the University of Call- Florida In 1960, and is a member
Treva Louise
Howell, Jack fornla at Berkeley and Columbia of Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Kappa Deim
tCh
J 9rry
T^ tt!LS
£!f,n' Mae
r
University.
ta, and Alpha Kappa Delta,
M
Joseph
intorcio, Stella
leoa.
*
Samuel Glenn Jeffries, Carl
Huddson
Johnson,' Thomas'
James Jones,
Vernon Norls
Jones, Dallas Howard Jude.
Judy Ann Justice, Morris W.
Justice Susie Home Ksnne
Eastern's Creative Writing
Conference participants inKenneth Kelly, James Ronald Conference will be held for one elude X. J. Kennedy, who
Ksndrick, Karen Cook Kidd, week beginning next Monday at published verse In The New
Don Reece King, Kenton Lear. 9 a.m. In the arise Room.
Yorker, Paris Review, The AtSister Kathleen Ann Leopold,
Dr. Byno R, Rhodes, profes- Jon
'an"*.p »«d American Scholar;
Charles Lewis Kinney
Edith sor of English and conference
n - ^o*. creative writing
Seals Little, Jack Hightower director, said students may sttll teacher at Eastern; and EdLlewellyn, Fred Earnest Ma- enroll ln the one hour course, w*"1 Stephens, who has five
uns, Jr.
He added that the late reglstra- novels published about man and
call Collings Marsee, Jack tion fee had been waived and warEarl Martin, Gwen K. Mcches- that students currently enrolled are*>*• Rhodes said 25 students
already enrolled ln the connsy, Charles Darrell McQueen, In summer school could register
ii«an Prater Msador, Rex Eu- to audit the conference at no '«r«nce and that they represent
cost.
I* states.
(Continued on Page Five)
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Photo By The Associated Press

Two Department
Chairmen Named

25 Writers Enrolled
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Dr. Henry Martin: An Unerring Faith In "Main Street America"
For Dr. Henry G. Martin, patience has been a constant and a most rewarding virtue.
A tool of the'trade, so to speak,
for a college dean.
Dr. Martin himself, would Just
as soon strike lt off as an unerring faith ln what be calls
"Mala Street America,"
But
those who have worked closely
with him during his years as Dean
of Student and Vice Presidsntfor
Student Affairs at Eastern, put it
in simpler terms.
They call It patience.
"Call it what' you will " says
Dr. Martin, "but I feel tost any
success 1 may have had has been
the result of my faith lnthsss students. These 98 per cent who
know what college la for.
"The other two per cent are
those so-called dissidents

"Two Percent Have
Created Concern"
have created concerns, worries
and irritations for administrators of higher education ... to

the neglect of the other 98 percent."
Honored Last Week
Martin, who was honored last
week when Eastern's Board of
Regents designated a new married student bousing complex
Henry Martin Hall, took tbe time
recently to reflect on his years
at Eastern and ths demands they
have mads.
"It has been a most rewarding
experience," he says, "but tbe
greater rewards corns later in
Ufa. You don't realise the Impact of toe responsibility right
away.
Only recently have I
been able to see it, when former
students return Just to thank
me for helping them over certain hurdles while they were ln
college."
Martin, who has been named
Chairman, Department of Educat-

timism which gained Eastern
national recognition recently for
its success ln avoiding student
unrest.
Unrest By Minority

"Past 50
A nd Still Learning
tonal Administration, has faced
the so-called turbulent years of
higher education with an op-

"Again," hs says, "I emphasise that tbe unrest has been by
a minority. Those who are really concerned come to me, receive the answers they're looking for, and then go about tbe
business which they cams here
for . They're wonderful people. . . Main Street America."
Those who have worked with
Martin agree, but they're quick
to add that his patience, and
faith ln the students—both collectively and individually—have
helped bridge gaps.
"He Is a very patient man,"
says Mary Katherine Ingles, dean
of women at Eastern. "A gentlemen ln every sense of the

"A Gentlemen
In Every Sense"
word."
"The position which he held
took a great deal of abuse. It
:*:W:::%:&^

Ik

was abuse directed toward the
position and now toward toe
man. No one ever thinks about
fhe person behind tbe position.
Stttl Patient
"Still." she savs." he was
patient. He respected the opinions of others and was sympathetic to human error. But the
position carried over. One of ths
greatest problems has been determining when academic problems end and social problems begin.
Martin, who also served for
six years ss director of Eastern's Model Laboratory School,
has made it a point to stay abreast of problems on the campus.
"He was given a campus report every morning," said Dean
Ingles. "And If there was a ser(Continued on Page Four)
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Point On A Continuum

What Is A Commencement ?
Can one term the program scheduled
for the evening of August 7 a "commencement," or should we label it in a different
manner, a manner which more precisely connotes the true meaning of the event?
The dictionary defines commencement as
a "beginning, a start," but is this an accurate description of what takes place?
Could it be that colleges and universities
are in error when they label the activities
culminating the end of four years of undergraduate study a "commencement?" If,
however, they are not, then of what is this
the beginning?
Is "commencement" the beginning of a,
students ability to make qualified or mature
judgements in dealing among his peers
within society?
Is it the point when students become aware of their environment, and are then,
suddenly, on the spur of the moment, qualified to make constructive suggestions fon
its improvement?
Or is it at this specific instant that society
once again welcomes the graduate back into the rank and file of its members, silently hoping that the interlude was factually
enlightening but intellectually dormant?

If these three factors be true, if they are
descriptive of the, events of August 7, then
by no scope of the imagination can it be
considered a beginning — "still birth"
would be more apropos to the events,
But if Eastern has succeeded in what its
true purpose must be, then these factors
are not what a "commencement" is, but
they are developments which neither occurred during the four year experience, nor
could ever be a factor in commencement at
all.
If this is the time when the graduate becomes miraculously aware that he is now
capable of things which two hours before
were beyond his grasp, the previous four
years was time wasted.
If it is at this point the graduate realizes
that he is once again a member of society,
then to this individual a college education
must be defined in its rawest since — a
degree.
If by some stirring commencement address, he becomes for the first time infatuated with the zeal to enhance mankind, then
for four years he has not been a part of
reality.
We hope that for all of the 500 grad-

uates "commencement" is not any of these
factors.
For the individual it is not a beginning,
but merely a road mark on a chain of
events which began when he was born and
will continue until the death of his thought.
This mark indicates for some the end
of a vitally important section on a scale,
in which they hVfe witnessed a maturation
of both thought and emotion. For others
it marks the culmination of a refining process in their fofnal education with the
achievement of a graduate degree. And yet
to another group jt is only the framework
for advance stodwWhich is yet to come.
For the graduates we hope that commencement is notthe "alpha," but a point
on a continuum, which in the span of four
years has gained the appropriate direction
which is so vitally needed. •
If commencement is a beginning, then an
invaluable part is already lost. A part which
is bred in the heat of enthusiasm and intellectual awakening, which, being a gradual process, does hot happen at commencement exercises.
The Progress congratulates these graduates on passing a road mark.
^£y
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Youth Challenged To Make Something Of Their Generation
He's a father. He lived through a depression and the world's worst war. He thinks
the younger generation has more going for
it than any other and that it has inherited
a basically sound world. So, he's saying...
By JOHN ED PEARCE
From The Courier Journal
I have heard and read a great deal lately,,
from you young people, about your disillusionment with your world, your" society, my
generation. You complain that you have
been dumped into a society of war, poverty,
injustice and prejudice. We have been so
materialistic, you say, so intent on "making
it" that we have forgotten the real values
of life — love, fairness, peace and brotherhood. As a result of our greed and timid
conformity we have missed life, and in the
process have left you a mess that can only
be righted by destroying it and building better on the rubble.
I don't see it quite that way. Let me, as Dick
Nixon says, make this clear: I offer no
apologies for my generation. I am proud
of it, and of what we have built on the
foundation left us. I hope you will do as
well. You will if you will leaven your zeal
with a little humor, your egotism with a
little history, and ask why your insistence on
universal love seems so often to express
itself in hate for those who differ with you.
The generations from which you inherit,
including mine, have given you a basically
sound world; imperfect, full of flaws
springing from human imperfections, but
strong, dynamic and exciting. For us, in
many ways, these are indeed the best and
worst of times. But the worst is on the surface; the best is underneath, solid and enduring.
It is strange that yours should be the

most favored generation in history and yet
the most self-pitying, but a sense of selftragedy is common to the young. When I
was your age, I recall, we felt rather sorry
for ourselves, victimized by depression,
forced to fight when we didn't want to.
But if you think we value too highly
the security of material possessions, let me
5 remind you of this: We were born in Bie
aftermath of one great tfonflieV grew^ujin history's greatest depression, and graduated in time to fight man's grisliest war.
Getting out, we had one thing uppermost in
mind — we wanted better, for ourselves and
for you. We got it.
You speak of poverty. But we have known
it, and not just from visits to Mississippi or
Harlem. We remember when the fear of
hunger hung heavy in every home. We remember the eyes of the homeless, the defeated faces in the breadlines, the soup
kitchens, the Okies, the shuffling beggars
of tramps at the back door begging for
work or food; men with embarrassed eyes,
men once able and self-sufficient whose
hunger had eaten away their pride. We
remember the winter deaths in the slums
and sharecroppers' shacks and mountain
hollows, death from cold and hunger that
left infant bodies too weak to stave off
disease.
You are angered — and you should be —
that four per cent of our people are unemployed, and a few are chronically hungry.
You are incensed — and you should be —
because some Negroes in the South have
worms, lack medicine, live in wretched
hovels and suffer malnutrition. But we remember when intestinal worms were commonplace among the people. We remember when 20 percent of oiir men were jobless. And wherf Franklin Roosevelt cried

tWttR
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that one third of our natipn was ill-housed,
ill-fed and ill-clothed, we knew he did not
exaggerate. The failings of the past do not
justify those of today, of course. But a
realistic comparison reveals a continuing
progress that is not a symptom of a sick
society.
We have been materialistic because we
have seen too many people suffer too much
from material want, Wfirase we remember
too many starving chilajfa; because we have
walked too many miles through too many
cold mornings to work long hours at low
pay and return home at night to parents
with fear and worry in their eyes. We determined it would not happen to you^ that
you would have vitamins and orange juice
and milk, warm clothes, a comfortable
home and good schools, and a running
start at life.
Because of it, you are the biggest, tallest, healthiest, brightest, handsomest generation to inhabit this land, and perhaps
the world. You are going to live longer,
suffer sickness less often, work fewer hours,
learn more, see more of the world's grandeur and have more choice of your life's undertaking than any generation before. Because we were materialistic you will have
more leisure, more chance to achieve, more
chance to spend the days of your years in
meaningful, challenging pursuits.
You cry out against the injustices suffered by Negroes — and you should. But we
remember when a Negro lynching made
news only if it was public. We remember
the "nigger school" down in the .poor section of town where a few black kids, ridiculed and suspect for their ambition, could
get six years of slipshod schooling. We remember when "nigras" came only to the
back door, stepped off the sidewalk when

white ladies passed, worked for 50 cents a
day, kept to their ghettos except to work in
the white community.
We are now told that we should share
the guilt of forebears responsible for their
enslavement, and make reparations for their
mistreatment. The argument is insupportable. We are no more responsible for their
enslavement than for the mistreatment of
Koreans by Japan. On a more realistic basis,
look at what our generation has achieved
in the fight for equal justice: Negroes vote,
hold offices from city halls to Congress,
wear lab smocks and police uniforms. They
share schools and coleges, parks, playgrounds, swimming pools and all other public accommodations. They are business, political and professional leaders, dominate
sports and are prominent in the entertain^
ment world. Intermarriage is not yet common, but laws forbidding it are being struck
down, ^ocial and economic barriers are
crumbling.
If your generation can make as much
progress toward racial equality in the next
20 years as we have made in the past 20
you should be able to solve what we call
the racial problem. But it is not a problem to be taken lightly, for it is rooted
deep within both black and white and will
not yield either to emotional demands or
violence, neither of which touches the heart
wherein the answer lies. May I also suggest, that the cause of equal participation is
not served by separatism on campus, segregated dormitories, or "black studies" that
equip a man only to teach "black studies."
You speak with commendable concern of
economic injustice. But we remember when
children worked in sweatshops, when miners attempting to organize were shot down
like dogs, when striking steel workers were

mowed down by police. We remember the
county poorhouse, the chain gang, the hell
of the insane asylum. Consider how far we
have come, as well as far we have to go.
You speak of class distinction, of ethnic
and religious prejudice. Like all people, we
do tend to divide ourselves into classes —
economic, intellectual, cultural. But the
evolving picture, I believe, is more encouraging than divisive, especially in the economic sense. Pre-depression, the country wa»
divided into a small upper class (about 10
per cent), a modest middle class (30 per
cent) and a- huge lower or "working class.
We still have a relatively small upper class,
but the remarkable thing about our society
is the upward thrust of the lower class into
what can only be termed middle class in
terms of income, ownership, education, •
taste, leisure, etc., and the shrinking of the
lower class. The middle class sprawls across
the socio-economic spectrum, even as it
sprawls across the fringe areas of our cities.
It is a mass of home-owners instead of renters, drivers instead of walkers, of vacationers, boat-owners, stockholders who send *
their children to college. It is a vast stabilizing force, and it, rather than the "money
elite" is the real force with which you will
have to contend if you are determined to
overthrow the existing order. And you will
find it a tough nut to crack.
You say we are greedy, possession-mad.
Let me say this for my generation: Never
has a people given more generously of its,
blood, effort or material. We fought (not
always willingly, but we fought) a far
bloodier war than Vietnam to save the
world from an unspeakable tyranny, and
we then gave our wealth in rich measure to
(Continued on Page Three)
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Writer Questions Youth's Criticism Of Present Establishment
(Continued from r»c* Tw»)

from tf,e

beginning. But we must keep it

Sometimes they don't know; sometimes
they make mistakes, even, alas, as you and
I.
You say that you have been dumped into
a world you never made. Frankly.,I cannot
recall a generation having been given the
privilege of choosing the shape of the world
into which it was bom. It has been said

heal the wounds not only of -friend but of ^ Q^ reactions to it in logical perspective.
foe. Show me * parallel.
Recent, ^taSto* of The Bennington
Never has this nation taxed .ittdfi*> (Vermont) Baner> explaining the revolt
heavily to give its d'"d™ta^* £°': *( the young against their parents' generasklc, aged, helpless - a second chance at o
y^«, *
ra decent life. Welfare has l«ome . way ^^ has ^ a «„*, and
of life, perhaps too much so Sc► have: pen^ ^ ^^ Wunder of a magrutudc
sions, hofp.Ul.zat,on unemployed pa^ So- P^
Amcrican hi
thcy
cial Security. The widowed are no longer
£
^ ^ ^ of ^
herded to the county poor farm to aged J^^« ^ the sins havc ^ j^fr
do not have to spin out their J^» » »£ „,„, monstrous, the youthful reaction is
den in the back room «^J*£" Ukely'to be that much more shattering."
homes. We have quit hiding our crazy
r
people, and have made a start in treating ignoring the intellectual arrogance (not
that most delicate of mechanisms, the brain. uncomm0n to editors) that essays this quesWe have given you a healthier world than tjonar>|e interpretation of American history,
we found. You no longer need fear epide- j fm<j mj$ ^ intriguing and significant
inks of flu, typhus, diphtheria, smallpox, statement, no less interesting for the venom
scarlet fever. We have banished the night- anj intolerance that saturates it On the
mare of polio. We are closing TB wards way to Florida recently, I became confused
daily. Rickets and worms are rare. Child- ^ highway markers and took a wrong turn
birth is no longer feared. Improving safety mat Cost us time and trouble. By the Benlaws protect the health of mine and factory njngton standards, I had committed a sin.
workers. We are beginning to make startjne decision to intervene in Vietnam
ling progress in transplants, and are beat- wa$> i ^^ convinced, a wrong turn, a mising at the ignorance that surrounds can- ta^c resulting partly from ignorance, as do
cer. We have pushed the bound- most mistakes. But it was a mistake shared
aries of knowledge into the gene and out by ^a 0f our chosen leaders, including
into space.
many of those most admired by the young.
We have thrown open the doors of mu- it wa$> as the Bennington editor says, a
seums and concert halls where once only blunder. But it was made without the knbwthe rich entered. We have given you anti- j^gg or intent of evil that marks sin, and
Win-Vratraap Ahn» llw« KM^.
biotics, television, air conditioning and wc mu$t wonder at the basic goodness of
MBa Ml W KM^rfar I i.»T
transistors. We have made a start (late, those who would impute sin to those who
DtaMbaMbr** £••****«■» SYNDICATE
but a start) toward healing the scars left stUmble.
that yours is the first generation to grow
on our earth in our plunge across the con...
,
.
ll's-j
up unsure that it will half a world to live
tinent. We are writing new meaning into
I think that any factual assessment of
in tomorrow. It has its tension, of course, as
conservation, trying to* stop the erosion of Vietnam will show how decently we stumhave all eras; we feel tijrm as keenly as
our soil, the pollution of air and water, bled into this trap of history. It seems ceryou. But in an individual sense (which may
setting aside land for public enjoyment, tain to go down^n history as a bloody misbe the only relevant one) this has been true,
learning to work with the forces of nature take (though history s verdict is by no
of all men since the spear. Whether because
to preserve threatened life forms.
means in yet) butl am^convinced that we
We have given you the knowledge and made it with the best of motives and thaf
of the plague, the Hun or the hydrogen
the means to enjoy sex, as you should, and we remain in Vietnam not for pride nor probomb, man has always lived with some
yet combat the population surge that threat- fit, as so many young profess to believe, but
lurking fear, and with no assurance that
ens to engulf and destroy civilization. Our because we have yet to find a way to quit
he will have a tomorrow. But before you
divorce rate shows that we have not lived without endangering both people and prinbecome paranoid in your fear of nuclear
up to our moral code nor coped adequately ciples we went to defend. And to infer sin
with the subject of our sexuality. Taboos in ou r decision indicates a misunderstandof centuries cling to us. But it was we who ing of both government and man.
initiated the drive toward sexual honesty
^^ ^ ^^ interesting aspect to the
and frankness. You can discus sex, with ^ whkh j ^ yQU wi|| consider. In my
us or among yourselves, and perhaps you Q
^ intcrvcntion m Vietnam is at
will find the way to a saner relationship ^ ^ dcfcnsiblc as our intervention ni
between man a.ni.wojnan..
the Dominican Republic. We went to VietIt is in the firUUf. »P<5ial. ^lationshms aam _ ^ ^ wc thought - to give, people
-<••■•■ I
' ■•> rT»-»that we, l.ke all before us rave developed the right to choose their government withweapons that can end all Itfe (do not U- ^ cxtcrnal> or externally-supported presment this; nuclear power can be m** to sure In me Dominican Republic we interserve man as well as destroy him, and the vencd tQ , |d ^^ who had ovcrthrown
questing mind cannot be asked to draw the
^ only
^cmment the
the country
country had
had
OT1V elected
elerted government
ever had. But there was little campus outdangerous). But even with tne uireat oi
inst ^ venture) md T can only
annihilation hanging over us we have not wQnder .f k i$ ^^ [t wa$ £ought at Uttle
found an alternative to war. Perhaps you
t
cost to ^
Ldo nQt blamc you for
HELP YOU
can perfect the social mechanism so that ^ wanting t0 fight a war you op?ose.
all men may, wtihout the threat of force, mora„ But morai resentment should not
... ..^ degree
i
. of
.e .^^A
t PUN YOUR FAMILY'S
pursue i.U.1.
their /vuiru
course, in
in u/hirh
which w^
we Will
will no
no way ^. wane witfa
longer need laws or police to enforce them, sacrificc myohed
FUTURE* SECURITY 1r
or armies to prevent men of one belief from
trespassing against others, though the vio- You protest that the government lies,
lencewith which you protest violence jus- conceals and compromises. But ideals alone
tifies little hope that you will. You must are often an inadequate vessel for the rough
learn to hate injustice without hating the trip through the rapids of international
unjust, to hate war without hating those politics. And since neither Washington,
who resort to it
* Mo$cow nor ^"S " wn ** ^ men'
Which brings us to the most sensitive of survival sometimes requires compromise
vour protests. The root of your discontent, with full candor. Neither is Washington
of our nation's discontent, the toothache run, let me add, by men of omniscience or
that distorts all other sensations in the omnipotence. It is run by human beings, LUXON BLDO. BIG HILL ATX.
PHONE «tS-4tH
body politic is, of course, the war in Viet- as are the newspapers and great corporaUPS. HEALtHTANNtiriWCS
nam I oppose this as you do, and have tions you regard so bitterly.
JTCNMON AWP OJIOPP PH,

The Best
Of Haynie

doomsdav. remember that we share this
fear, and the danger behind it. and your
determination that this force must be
tamed. You are not alone in opposing the
arms race, the ABM. the overbalance on
defense spending. You will have help in
your fight to control this violence. But
remember that man has had these weapons
for a generation now, and his fear of them
has, in part, kept the great powers from
falling on each other.
You insist we have given you a rotten
system. It is not rotten and wet have not
given it to you. No generation gives power
to the next. You will grow into into it, regardless of us. You will control its production and wealth as rapidly as your talents enable you to fight your way to control. You will become its political leaders
and set its policies as rapidly as you can convince people that your judgment is sound
and your policies preferable. I would be disappointed if you were not impatient with
the slow working of representative democracy. It may, indeed, be as bad as you say;
Winston Churchill correctly declared that
it is an impossible system of government,
but the best that man has yet devised.
We worry about you because you seem
more intent on destroying the system than
in correcting it. Your willingness to resort
to violence to force the will of your minor^
ity on the majority smacks more of the
storm trooper than of the reformer. Your
intolerance makes me wonder who your
reforms are designed to benefit, just as your
tactics make me doubtful that you will succeed. The minority that seeks to enforce
its will invites the retaliation of the greater
violence of the majority.
Believe me, I am glad to see your anger
at discovering want and injustice. It speaks
of something good in you. It will spur you,
I hope, to make changes.
At the same time, I suggest that much
/ of your shock comes from a delayed collision with reality. You recoil at want be-

cause you have never lived in its midst. You
resent injustice, violence, and suffering because you have grown up in comfortable
world. You remind me somewhat of the
child who discovers that his parents have
lied to him about Santa Claus and is furious
at them, ignoring the reality of daddy behind the myth.
You say the school-book view of America is false, that democracy, equality, brotherhood, liberty and justice for all are
myths. You are wrong. They are the ideals,
the goals, the vision put before us by the
men who started all this. Is our democracy
less than a reality because some (your militants, for example) abuse its privileges?
Are the ideals of liberty and justice for
all less inspiring, less worthy, less believable
because we, being human and fallible, fall '
short of them ?
You reject our middle-class values, but
then define them yourself as being materialism, greed, conformity and an obsession with
security, which is like our implying that
your attitude toward Vietnam is based on
cowardice. It is not easy to pinpoint our
values, but among them are freedom from
fear, want and oppression, the right to rear
one's children in love and consicence, to
choose one's leaders and change one's government as times dictate, to be free to reach,
as far as our talents will permit, and to live
in our homes in dignity, peace and security.
I think it is important for you to be aware of our attitudes and our experience
for several reasons. It is good to know
where you have been so that you can better decide where you want to go. And it is
well for a man to think well of his forebears, those who went before and gave him
life. For, as the saying goes, the apple does
not fall far from the tree, and the traits you
have inherited are those on which to draw
strength in time of stress.
Reprinted from the Courier-Journal &
Times Magazine of June 15, 1969-
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NOONDAY' BESTAURANT.
l«>

Featuring Central Kentucky's
Finest Curb & Dining Area

COME AS YOU ARE

Save up to $3.00!
r label LP's! Top artists!

ROLLING STONES
WOODY GUTHRIE
CHARLIE BYRD
THE ANIMALS
ASTRUD GILBERTO

SONNY & CHER
PETE SEEGER
RAY CHARLES
STAN GETZ
RIGHTEOUS BROTHERS

WES MONTGOMERY
DAVE VAN RONK
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO
JIMMY SMITH
THELONIOUS MONK

STOP BY FOR A DELICIOUS BREAKFAST.
WE OPEN AT 6 A.M.
FOR THAT lAli SHACK Wt ARE OPEN UNTIL 12 A.M.
SPECIAL JULY 17-20

Many more in this special purchase. Classics included!

SUPER CHEESEBURGER BOX

Sale starts today!

with French Fries
& Cole Slaw
Curb & Carry-out Only

NOW
REG. $1.00

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

GMHHB
BOOKSTORE
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31 Freshmen To Report
For Football Practice

the View
From Here

I

named the Defensive Player of be a great scoring threat when
BY JACK FROST
PROGRAM SPORTS WRITER the Year. He was also chosen on he catches the ball. Klrksey was
Coach Roy Kldd will welcome the Indiana All-State first team elected as the outstanding play-'
er in the South Eastern Ken lv KARL PARK Progress Sports Editor
thirty- one freshman grant-In - two years.
Another top defensive player tucky Conference and voted to
aid
slcjnees
when
the
team
re
Eastern's first two university division All-Anoeriports for practice In late August. to sign with Eastern is' Jerry the All-State team. He will also,
cans, Grant Colehour and Ken Silvious have both com. Of the total slgneea, ten are England from Glasgow, Ken - play in the Kentucky AU - Star
peted in the United State Track and Field Meet and the
considered outstanding pro - tucky. England Is a 6-2, 230, game in August
Lightfoot, one of many slgnees
NCAA Track and Field Championships.
was one of the most
apecta for Eastern. The colonels' tackle
Silvious won the steeplechase event at the II. S.
coaching-staff has covered a aggressive football players that from Florida, is 6-0,178. He was
Track and Field Federation Meet, and Colehour finished
wide area_to_flnjLffi!s promising Eastern's coaching staff saw. one of the most feared pass reHe will be playing in the Ken - volvers in the Miami area.
crop of freshman stars.
third in the three-mile run. These two places were good
fcH
Perhaps the two most heralded tucky East-West All Star Game In James Lyons, eastern sign- ,A
enough to put Eastern in the top 15 final team standed the best quarterback in Cin athletes to pick Eastern as their. ne*nwnmi
ings.
These
next
two
players,
Larry
cinnati. Lyons, who is 6-0,170,
choice are Marshall Bush and,
Colehour competed in the six-mile run at Knoxville
Klrksey and Larry Lightfoot, win played at Norwood High School
James
Croudop.
Bush
Is
a
6-0,
in the NCAA Track and Field Championships, and Sil190 pound halfback from Barton, give the Colonels a potent pass and was named All-City in of-,
vious ran in the steeplechase. Colehour finished third
Florida. In high school, he was receiving combination.. .maybe fense and defense. He also exwith a time of 29:25.0. Frank Shorter of Yale was an
named as the Trackmen of the better than the duo of Aaron cells in the classroom as he
easy winner in this event with a time of 29:00. Rick
Year in Florida and was chosen Marsh and John Tasel two years was in the upper ten per cent
of his class. He turned down A
as a first team defensive back ago.
Riley of Washington State placed second, only 1.7 secfor All-State honors. Bush runs Klrksey Played his prep ball'several Big Ten schools and sign
onds ahead of Colehour. Silvious failed to finish in the
the 100 yards in 9.5 seconds, 'at Harlan High School in Harlan, ed win the Colonels.
top six places in his event.
Joe Mays, a product of Wash-. r
Croudep, 6-0, 218, is from" Kentucky. He Is 5-11 1/2 and
Eastern finished in the top 25 out of the 133 schools
Jeffersonville, Indiana. As
a weighs 170. He Is blessed with ington County High School, will
that competed. Four other OVC schools took part —
linebacker In high school, he was a good set of hands and can be s defensive back for the ColMiddle Tennessee, Murray, Morehead, and Western. Muronels. He was a highly rated ofray was the only squad to collect any points.
fensive player in high school as
Colehour ended his career at Eastern as an eightweU as defense.
Another product of Norwood
time All-American (six-time college division and two- The Eastern football Colonels will meet their
classes, and house offices for the departments
High School signed with Col time in the university class).
of
physical
education,
military
science
and
gridiron foes this fall in this physical eduonels. He is Kevin Moore, a.,,.
law enforcement The stadium seats win be
ECKLER RECEIVES NEW POSITION
cation-stadium building under construction
230 pound tackle. He was
on
the
terraced
roof.
This
structure
is
part
Chuck Eckler, a graduate assistant basketball coach on the Eastern By-Pass. A multi-purpose
an All-League performer for ;
of
the
growth
of
Eastern's
physcial
plant
facility,
it
will
contain
classrooms,
offices,
at Eastern last season, has been appointed head basketsince Dr. Robert R. Martin became president
of 29 games. Among Mitchell's Norwood as a defensive tackle.
hall coach at McCreary County High School of the 12th and auxiliary gymnasiums, and will seat
BY JIMMY HOUSE
A replacement for Jerry Pul - ,
July 1, 1960.
20,000 football fans. The 10-story complex
Impressive
credentials are:
Region. He has also held a former basketball coaching will serve nearly 2,000 students at one time In
PROGRESS SPORTS WRITER Player of the Year in Louis - Una has hopefully been found
job at B
ville's seventh region; AU-Dis- with the signing of Donald SalsExcept for a few sleepers trict and AU - Region three bury of Greenaburg, Kentucky.
coach Guy Strong has his eye .straight years; AU- State Tour- He is a hard worker and dedicated to perfecting his speciThe president also said plans Wow during Dr. Martin's 10th on, Eastern's basketball recruit- nament team as a Junior; first alty, field goal kicking.
lng is complete. Five top-notch team AU- State as a senior.Anomer prep star is a home(Continued from Page One) are under way for construe - ^S»*£\ ^ZHSHSH Bigness could help to make this His coach says Mitchell has more
tlon of a new dormitory In the fraction a^*W*j*town product of Madison High
year's
freshman
team
the
best
in
potential
than
any
LoulsvUle"
and the Physical Education - man's complex and the women's *»cal educatton-sthlettestidlum,
ON EASTERN iY-PASS
player since Wes Unsaid, Balti- School. He is Danny Turner, a
Stadium being built on the cam- complex on the campus. One dor- .*J» mt^^S^S^tJ^S^ Eastern's history.
5-U, 190 pound linebacker who
pus wlU be mainly for student mitory has been completed re- "J "tXSS^rlS^SSL Charles Mitchell, a 6-4 for - more Bullets ace, played at Sen- was chosen as the Most Val MS. Dr. Martin point* out
Cantiy in each of the- four - ■»* oh^l^^nMm
table Player of bis high school
team.
Other slgnees, positions playHe Id. «ws are in the mid- coSti^Sn .,S £ ■^^JI^'ElS!"**' Ges^toeSr?^^
*■* *°nn was a second team ed, and hometowns are listed as
die of planning a parking struc- ricultural building and ssJd*"I *ovA .Meditation Chapel.
<*•"*■ ««■«« ■ H«»«MWV« ^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ foUows: Jack Bowman, tackle,
hire to accommodate 1,000 auto- am going to Washington today
.
/-it
4
1
tucky in the Kentucky -Indiana Norwood, Ohio; Bobby Brown,
mobUes."
to see about financing of the new
Int ArCACCIAtl Kf*rl Pflll I f*
High School AU-Star game, and linebacker, LoulsvUle, Kentucky;
"Thursday," he pointed outgeneral classroom building,
IIILCI dCisMUll OL'll^UUIW
was named to the East- West Wallace Chambers, tackle, Mt.
Clemens, Michigan; Ralph Col"we break ground for 84 ad - wWch»whin '«■»»••*, will «£
, _
„
AU-Star game,
H
ir
diron,
center, Wbltesburg, Ky.;
dlttonal mairlsd-stwlsnts^-fWdeo
?
antnrotfoiy,
spsaco
A
ntlAlltlPA/1
R\7
QiTiVal
Anomer
Kentockian.
Wade
Upm^^^tJ^^to^aocMcvVr<v*m''
AnnOUnCeCl J3Y OlUVdll
church, from MontlcsUo «gb Leads Comer, tackle, Worthing develop plans for a sorority
Arts BaOdrng la Offing
School, started alongside Storm ton, Ohio; Robert Conway, quarand a fraternity house."
_ -M
,Mt ^n
Intersession
registration is Housing wUl ba available to the to the K^^-J"?** J™: terback, Ketterlng, Ohio; Rex
— Dr. Martin added, "This fall, scheduled for July 21 through dormitories. The fees wUl be upchurch averaged 18.5 points Estrldge, defensive back, Loyall,
we hops to get udder way a j^y 25 announced Dr. Thomas $30.00 single, and$20.00double, and fire assists, while leading Ky.; Doug Greene, tight end,
fine arts building to house the > stovall Vice President for Students wishing tossy on campus the Trojans to the Kentucky 8tate Miami, Fla.; Edward King, dedrama and speech depart - Academic Affairs.
should apply to the Housing Of- Tournament. His strongest point, fensive end, Miami, Fla., David
ments."
j^ 2 j/2 week session enables flee. Room 205, Coates Admin- however is his leadership and Lee, tackle, Dayton, Ohio.
Joe McClurg, defensive end,
Since he took office the uni- students to complete a 3 hour istratton BuUdlng.
all-around floor play.
Two
Florida
players,among
BBS
Lancaster,
Ohio; Jackie McGulvarsity
has
more
than
tripled
course during the period.
H
BBS
Single students not Uving at Miami's best, Johnny Haslem, ley, defensive back, Glassboro,
its
enroUment
and
has
Registration
fees
for
the
see■
Inors than 1
million worthy slon p,, 8#msstsr hour wUl bs: boms are required to live in wn0 averaged 25.3 points and New Jersey, Roger McGlaughlin,
IBBBBBBBI
is rebounds, and Vince Mraz - defensive
back, Worthington,
and other physlcali graduato .tads*. $12,00 (Ken- campus faculties.
buildings
The
following
is
a
list
of
eourovich,
who
scored
at
an
eightOhio;
Jackie
MUler, linebacker,
IfacUittes.
■>..»«-. tacky '•»WenO> $40.00 (out-ofera
see
which
may
be
available
for
point
clip
and
held
Miami's
Miami,
Fla.;
David Payne, tacnine
years.
een
In these
«w- —- ,
.***^*™ state resident); undergraduate
i m
achieved university status
reelintsrsesslon,
providing
a
miniassists
aversge.
Haslem
Is
kle,
Glasgow,
Ky.; Don Peters,
top
* student.- $9.00' (Kentucky
[and initiated an academic re- dent) $jo,00 (out-of-state rest- mum -of twelve students snroU 6_B forward - guard and Mras- iMta9t Lancaster, Ohio; Randy
T»
S*,w, the
Ik* A1OM«
ftovich
is a 6-2 guard. Haslem Randolph, tackle, Glassboro, New
for
class.
organisation under wMch am of-^>d8^
brings an impressive list of jenwy; Lawrence Schmidt, tackI fared the master's degree In •
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
number of fields.
S houra'credita to Ess*mkJsxMMr*4. le, Miami, Fla.; Stave SeUs,
GSS 247
History of West Civ.
Dads County, AU- Miami, AU- guard, VaUay Station, Ky.; RichRegional, and AU-State. Mras- ard straten, fuUback, Lancaster;
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
3 hours ovich was an AU-League star Ohio; Bruce Williams, defensive
Art Appreciation: Orientation
ART 200
3 hours {a,.,* straight years.
and, Haxard, Ky.
Materials A Processes in the
ART 360
>
(
Elementary School (8 ajn. to 2 p-m.)
Art Education to the Elementary School 3 hours
lous crisis, he made it very ART 361
8 hours
Survey of World Literature I
plain that he must be notified ENG 211
8
hours
Survey
of
World
Literature
II
no matter what the time. Many ENG 212
3 hours
American
Literature
II
361
ENG
mas I have called him in the
smuwar oomwr • MUM » m*xmt»
3 hours
Earth Science
middle of the night to notify OLY 302
8 hours
Europe
1870-1914
HIS
446
him of an Illness of a student"
3 hours
Understanding
Elementary
"The Dean of Students is caught MAT 202
Mathematics
between the students and the
The Enjoyment of Music
Establishment, while in affect, MUS 271
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
he is a part of the establishPrinciples of Marketing
ment/' says Paul Seyfrit, dean MKT 300
of men.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
"It's a rough Job."
EDU
507-4
Problems
to Education: Reading
"To Henry Martin," says Don-,
Institute
(Aug.
11-15,
8:30 cum.
aid Smith, assistant dean of stuProblems in Education: Elementary
EDU
507-3
dents," education is a prlviledge
School Mathematics Education
which shouldn't be taken light- EDU 508
Administration of Pupil Personnel
ly.
Ha Is greatly concerned
Services
when it is."
Creative Experiences in Early
EDU 520
But for Martin, there is no
Childhood Education
distinct Una between the educated EDU 681-1
Leadership in Child Study
(for first year group leaders)
and the educators.
(Aug. 11-19, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.)
"We're aU students," he says.
Leadership in Child Study
"Whan a student asks me if BDU 681-2
"(for second and third year group leaders)
I don't think they're mature at
(Aug\ 11-19. 8:00 a.m. to 3 p.m.)
19, I say 'yes, you're mature at
Advanced Study in History, Principles
19, but I'm past 50 and still PHE 649
and Modern Trends in Physical Education
learning. Naturally, they can't
607
Problems in Library Science:
•UB
see tins now. But they will,
Newer Classroom Materials (Aug. 11-22)
it Just takes time."
Psychology of the Exceptional Child
•PSY 511
And patience.

New Home For Eastern Football Team

Top-Notch Basketball
Players Inked By Eastern sj

Martin Begins Tenth Year

BURGERMATIC

■

Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 15<
Chuck Wagon,
Creamy Milkshakes
TAX SHELTERED
ANNUITIES
See
Orem G. Wright

^JTl]

P.O. Box 4085 Gordenside
Lexington, Kentucky 40504

Unerring Faith

Representing Southwestern Life

College Life Insurance Company
Of America

. . . featuring the Me insurance plan designed especially for college man, sold exclusively
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR"

fresh-as-Hew
looks!
HAVE YOU HAD A SQUARE MEAL?
TRY OUR NEW SPECIALS
FAMILY BURGER
Two Hanbeurger Patties
Served On A S-Deeker Boa
With Melted Cheese
Our Own Special Banco
Lettuce and Tomato

AUSMKTS

1 HR.

3 Ha.

SERVICE

SERVICE

DRY CIEANM6

FAMILY IURGER w/ 1ACON 80c
w French Fries $1.00
FISH SANDWICH
55c
w/Frccch Fries 80c
DOUBLE FISH SAND
80c
w/French Fries $1.05

60c
w French Fries 85c

HOT HOMEMADE BISCUITS ft CORN BREAD MUFFINS

See William A. Hanz
Associate Alumni1
Your College Life Representative
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460
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We're specialists when it comas to shirt
laundering whether they're "here" or "his."
We starch them if you like, and replace
missing buttons. For fresh wash every time,
leave all the laundry to us.

ROYAL CLEANERS
NORTH SECOND its IRVINE ST.

HOT PEACH * CHERRY COBBLER PIES
SERVED DAILY
ALL FOOD PREPARED FRESH DAILY IN OUR OWN KITCHEN

The FAMILY RESTAURANT
140 E. MAIN ST.
RICHMOND. KY.

ACROSS FROM 600D-YEAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK i A.M. to 9 P.M.

i
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Student Reactions

kpproximately 500 To Graduate
■*•■*

frees Page OM)
MM Miller, Marlon Virginia
Montgomery, Patricia
8hoa
Moor* Ruasoll Lawrence Myora. Ruby King Napier, Ste pbon Napier, Jr., Winston Floyd
I Oaborne,
Jacqueline Howard
Pac, William Clayton Paul,
John Joseph Pavllsko, Grover
Thomas Payne, Jr. Martha Ann
Peddlcord, Cart William Pharts,
Linda Wilson Porter, Martlynn Rosa Prtddy Lalon O.
Ratney, Jean Elisabeth Ramm,
Margie Charlene Ransom, Garaid Donald Roades Everett Hanson Roberts, Billy F. Rosa,
Curtis O. Rosa Tommy D. Runyon. Alice Lee Russell. Jelana
Roth Saunders,
dera, Jr.

£__ ,. *M.«.H n^i..-r G»vi.
Gayla
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Hamburgers-Coneys-Milk Shakes

BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND
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Equal Opportunities Stated

2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

HAIH STREET

and WATER STREET
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The U-SHOP Presents
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Sexton

I
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REXALL DRU<

COSMETICS
DRUGS
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LAST CHANCE
TO SAVE

w>

HINKLE

- SAVE

w>

I

MEN & WOMEN SPRING
MERCHANDISE NOW

PRESCRIPTIONS

1

FOR THE BEST VALUE IN • Seamless |
SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS • MESH
BLOUSES, SWEATERS I HOSE
2 prs.

SHOP

$loe

BEIM*FRAIM KLIN
•23-4911

111 WW NAM SI. tOMOtt. KY.

inly U — Thursday
SALT AND PEPPER
Sammy Davis Jr.,
Fetor Lawford
- A SMASHING TIME
Bit. Tnahmgham,
Lynn Redgrave
THE IMPOSSIBLE TEARS
David Nlven, Lola Albright
Jury 80—Wednesday
JOANNA

SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Offtee Opeae *:*• pjn.
Show Start. 8:te. pjn.
Admission 76c
CaJMren (under It) • Wc

1

FINAL
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Don't
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I
THIS WEEK ONLY
>
<
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I
I IN CEMENT
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I
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I

212 WATiR STREET
DIAL 623-9674
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>
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$AVE
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$AVE - $AVE - $AVE - $AVE
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